
Plenary Panel 3: Digitally Mediated Surveillance Infrastructures

Trisha Meyer

• copyright and graduated response in France 
• involves monitoring/warning/sanctioning users and relies on surveillance equipment to filter 

and block 
• in France has three-strikes law 

• Important to look @ deeper level of analysis to identify what kind of society the surveillance 
infrastructure facilitates/encourages 

• potential of 'net to encourage freedom is contrasted again how the communications system is 
being impacted to mediate social functions and possibilities 

• surveillance and code/TPM can be used to protect copyright and can have repercussions 
on society 

• analysis based on discourse analysis of EU, France, UK 
• arguments for: pedagogical, alternative to lawsuit vs liberticide; efficiency: determent, co-

operation vs circumvention, faulty ID, limitation to P2P; legal offers: determent prerequisite vs 
global license 

• approach to copyright has been economic in nature. Equating loss of revenue with loss of 
cultural diversity. Copyright is a just reward for labor, stimulus to create, and acts as a narrow 
interpretation of culture. 

• Generally the Internet is seen as a communication and distribution medium where commerce is 
chosen over the community. The 'net is seen as revolutionary, unstoppable - and danger! The 
Internet as an 'uncivilized' space. 

• Surveillance is rarely mentioned; only by the data protection authority and civil society. Much 
focus on 'Foucaudian' language. Because shown as a tool of care by government there is a 
normalization and urgency that is associated with surveillance. 

• TPMs not mentioned often. There is an openness to regulate through code 
• graduated response is not much about copyright but about the future of the Internet. Copyright, 

surveillance, and code are embedded in a capitalist order and used to create economic and 
relational power 

• seeing an enclosure of the Internet 

Milton Mueller et al.

• DPI capable of investigating the fields of a packet and taking action upon them. Can do pattern 
matching, behavioural analysis of the packets, statistical analysis of packets, or correlation of 
packet data with individual accounts 

• concerned about the overall impact of introducing this technology into the governance as a 
whole 

• case types all have different politics: network security, bandwidth management, copyright, 
nationals security, advertising 

• US 
• focus is on higher education sector because universities seen as hotbeds of P2P 
• copyright holders have used JCHEEC to put pressure on colleges and universities to take 

responsibility 
• holders were generally unsatisfied and so escalated; used funding as leverage to require 
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universities to combat P2P filesharing 
• if not compliant then @ risk of fines and loss of funding 

• when universities have fully functioning firewalls have zero DMCA filings 
• graduated response is adopted in US 

• EU 
• three strikes will not become part of EU law (Commissioner Reding) 
• IP addresses cannot be stored by ISPs for copyright purposes 

• China 
• uses DPI for censorship (possibly copyright) 
• use to shape P2P networks - a new way of (c) enforcement 
• in 2004 Internet users challenges ISP in court and so ISP had to stop TM practices; same 

in 2008 
• made websites illegal and many taken down in masse 

• resistance means that (C) holders lose battles 
• seeing major shift of responsibility; inside the network is where more action could start 

happen (i.e. network holder guides protection). To date, however, still have external 
parties needing to take action before network owners do something to directly impact 
file sharing 

• seeing a disruption of existing law, regulation, industry operations 
• one can see tech structuring politics, and politics constraining technology 
• see variance across use cases 

• question is, will there be a general politics of DPI? 

David Phillips et al.

• Android and Apple OSes 
• surveillance: a technique of knowledge production. Surveillance knowledge production is 

exercise of meaning making and semiotic power; not good or bad in itself (depends on use case) 
• wonder if we can open surveillance infrastructure to make available knowledge making 

techniques? 
• can we conceive of an open, common, accessible surveillance infrastructure? 
• Google because their ubiquitous, open, emphasize knowledge sharing and generation 
• how is surveillance producing value for Google? How does android mediation surveillance? 

• surveillance gets value through advertising 
• broadcast mass media economic model with some innovation describes Google's 

approach 
• Android requires gmail account for effective use. OS supports Google's position as a 'smart' 

mediator 
• Google focuses on getting data for money, whereas Apple looks to make money from selling 

client hardware 
• Google has partnered with various other corporate partners to heighten the value of their 

offerings 
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• Google is increasingly typical of mass media in the alliances, dependencies and market relations 
it enjoys with other industrial segments 

• can look at the Propaganda model to understand the implications of commoditization of 
communications systems 

• Google has interest in supporting interactions, and will often emphasize popular 'stuff' to drive 
these interactions 

• Google is in tension with actual direct content providers - getting out of mediator role to 
delivering role changes characteristics of relationship 

• individual actions inform the creation of structures that emdiate those actions to the benefit of 
global capital 

Lee Tien (discussant)

• bringing his EFF perspective: how does this research help an advocate that is involved in the 
struggle? 

• "we follow the money", assume a strategic self-interested rational actor analysis to figure out 
who groups are, where money flows, what makes things move? 

• themes that are relevant to advocates 
• all three show how important the role of intermediaries has become; in every case there 

is a battlefield fighting over what network operators are doing 
• generally, all three papers consider how much we stick with an elite politics model. Paper on 

France was an elite study but prevented an awareness of where the users are. Wasn't clear was 
whether discourse analysis actually ties into how ordinary people thing/talk. Resistance is 
interesting and so would be nice to see how grass roots can resist. 

• what see throughout papers are that copyright holders are taking predictable moves. 
Configuration of terrain largely based on pre-existing rules around immunity rules and then see 
copyright holders try to get around that by finding new sources to mediate rules. In case of 
universities, see (c) changing the rules when they don't 'work' for the holders 

• how can we get around the legitimized discourses? Is there still space to flip/reframe the 
rhetoric of (c) and DPI? Was an error made? Could/should another action have been taken? 

• these kinds of studies are pregnant with question of how these tools will be used in other 
contexts. This is always the question that you need to ask: when they have the tool then who is 
going to use it, and why? Can we predict? 

• papers demonstrate the value of mid-level theory. Example: seeing stakeholder dialogue and it's  
a form of exclusionary elite discourse.  

• never underestimate value of good description/synthesis of what is/has/will go on in different 
venues. Want to fight not just the last, but the next, war and so need to learn to move forward. 

• As an advocate who uses the law as a weapon, what's interesting from reading papers is 
question of how law acts as a tool: how useful is it really?
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Questions:

Stephanie Perrin

• when are the conditions for something like the AT&T divestiture? Have all these forces 
vertically integrating but how much before an antitrust case? 

• Phillips: there are economies of scale and some tend towards monopoly (FB, Google) 
and so maybe regulating monopolies is key.  

Fenwick McKelvey

• shift in surveillance from just monitoring to enforcement. Is this a change in the nature of 
surveillance? Are we moving to a software policed world? 

• Milton: possibly a better description of DPI is of a network enforced policy. How much 
are these policies being integrated across network operators. Few saving graces in cases 
of Universities was that while basic parameters, each institution has latitude to make 
decisions (some can be pretty permissive).  

• Tricia: shift of regulation just through legal mechanisms and judicial proceeding 
indicates tech playing a bigger role even before issue goes to court. Deficiencies of tech-
based regulation as significant because get over and under blocking, work arounds, but 
also broader societal implications - take out intermediary (the human) and replacing with 
rule sets. If this happens automatically then do people think of their actions as legal or 
illegal, or just permitted/not permitted? 

Question

• what are the roles of the WTO and other international groups re: DPI? 
• Milton: none that he knows about. Trade discrimination wouldn't come into things unless 

a big player felt that a national regulator was targeting someone. 

Tamir Israel

• in light of convergence and lack of input from civil society in key decision making bodies, is 
there a solution to getting advocates into the discussion? 

• Tricia: Seeing skirting away from past forums (eg WIPO). What's the hope? raise the 
issue of flight from typical spaces with multistakeholder and hold them to the fire for 
this. Raise this as a problem and raise awareness. Challenge is that people like the 
benefits of some surveillance. 

• Milton: Lee brought in practical perspective, and flagged the stakeholder dialogue 
groups. Stakeholder dialogue in Europe tried to include civil society and there was a 
rejection/refusal to take part in that space.

• Lee: some basic flaws/problems with multistakeholder groups. (1) because not 
generally constituted under formal law the rules that are set lack due process and 
are functions of power and politics. Thus reflect existing inequities; (2) if lack 
symmetrical access to information and what is said isn't on record then people 
make assertions about cost/reality then you can't easily counter. A decision is then 
made and you're on as a participant, which causes advocate to legitimize an 
outcome that lacks real advocate participation. Need fact-based decisions; if 
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power and politics and money drive things then unable to have kind of debate 
you get with fact based decisions. 

• J. Chester: worry that get into a situation where multistakeholders (e.g. FB, 
Google) will make decisions regardless of who is involved fr civil society.What 
kind of an impact does civil society have on policy in EU 

• Andreas: significant. See active groups and so speak to/have some 
influence upon EU parliament.  

Tricia

• how does academic work influence public policy? Can academia look @ societal impact of 
things and bring this to policy makers' attention. 

• Lee: knowing what you know, would any of the powerful actors who knew what was in 
the research would they have acted differently? He tends to assume that they know for 
the most part what they're doing and just don't care. Alternately, so ignorant they can't 
process the nuance. Do we think that policy makers really respond or are we fighting 
against them acting as walls? 

• Jeff: depends on the advocacy infrastructure to intervene in the context of the 
policy issues. Academia tends to lag behind. Advocates need to create long-term 
strategies and act in a crisis intervention systems. Where there are 
mature/effective advocacy get positive impact.  

• Alice: disagrees that there is a huge lag with academia and technology. 
Thinks that there is a problem with dissemination. 

Concluding comments:

• Phillips: need to remember that many ways we're not in an entirely new world and instead 
dealing with problems over and over again. Tools used in the past are falling into the mists of 
time, but still usable. 

• Lee: frustration is that constraints on phone companies rely on regulatory categories. 
Problem is where principles assert one thing, but the law does another things. 

• Mueller: need to move forward (away from telecom monopoly) and see how the particularities 
and details are being spun out. Will have trouble treating new tech under old principles because 
if doesn't fit into preexisting categories then get slippage that redefines rules.  
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